
This was another of the pages on my original website, which was set up as a castle with many 'rooms'.  

THE FIRST-AID ROOM   at Cramalot Inn 
Quick fixes and 'capsule' ideas... 

Random bits and scraps of information, just because sharing is such fun!! 

*Do you have a favorite tool?...My favorite and MOST USED TOOL is a pair of extra-long slim needle-nose pliers. 
I use them to reach inside, grab the edge, and turn by pulling out the tip of fingers, corners, and small things. Then 
grabbing small bits of stuffing, and placing it into those very small spaces.  (My hemostats now server the same 
purpose) 
 
*It is easier to turn small items by pulling them out, than by trying to push them through a small opening. 
 
*Relates to this observation: One must lead by Leading, rather than pushing. Ever try to push a chain?  

*Need a third hand? Especially for small things? Use that good old DUCT TAPE (or any kind) to tape a 
SPRING-TYPE CLOTHES PINS to the work-table. Voila! You have a small portable vice to hold that 'darn thing' 
while you work on it.!  
Clothes pins make great small clamps for crafting.  

*Filler "beads" all over the floor? Make a funnel for pellets, sand, whatever you use to weight your crafts, by cutting 
the top out of a small yogurt container or paper cup. This will fit snuggly into the opening, and won't collapse, while 
you're trying to get that stuff into the bear and not everywhere else.! Or make a large funnel by cutting the top from 
a large pop bottle. The ridge below the cap helps keep the tip in the (smaller) opening in the bear. Make a scoop out 
of another cup.  

*Store pellets in plastic milk jugs. Easy to pour.  

*More on weighted bottoms: If possible, leave the opening for stuffing at the top instead of the bottom of the item. 
Then pour in the pellets (or sand or litter or whatever) put the stuffing on top, and close. Cover the closure with hat 
or hair, etc. It's easier to handle this way.  

*Those MILK JUGS are very useful around the house. They are great bug-proof storage for any pourable granular 
food item such as rice, barley, small beans, dry peas, lentils, soup alphabets, cous-cous, grits, popcorn, sugar (not 
brown) etc.,etc. The half-gallon size (or even the gallon) is easy to handle, and the square shape makes them space 
efficient. They are transparent enough to view the contents, and a label or recipe can be taped to one side. Also kitty 
litter jugs are good storage for catfood or birdseed. Label with markers. 

* Have a pattern you use a lot? Cut a MASTER PATTERN out of upholstery fabric...velvet with stiff back. Put your 
markings on the back with a permanent marker. The velvet nap will cling to your fabric, you will not need pins to 
hold it in place while cutting. And it will last forever.  

*Small parts: Make a TEMPLATE by tracing pattern at seam lines onto cardstock (file folders work fine) Trace all 
the small parts onto one double layer fabric (with right sides facing) leaving a half inch between them , sew along 
the lines, and then cut them out. Much easier to handle and more accurate, this way. Or pin the template to fabric, 
and stitch right alongside the edge of it.  

Working with delicate fabric and tiny pieces. Sandwich the doubled fabric between waxed paper, heat seal around 
the edges (not over the fabric) with a warm iron, trace pattern onto waxed paper. Stitch through all, it tears away 
easily after sewing. 

*SAVE those cut-aways, bits and trimmings of soft bulky fabrics---furs, plushes, flannels, quilteds, batting, etc.,-- 
and use for the inner stuffing of larger items. You'd be surprised how much free "bulk" this amounts to.  

*Cat WHISKERS too expensive? A big long-bristled paint brush from the dollar-store, makes a whole lot of good 



cheap whiskers. Curl a bit with thumbnail and finger (like curling ribbon).  

*Most important sanity saver.....BUY GOOD THREAD !..... 

They say talk is cheap, but with thread, best be wary--That LOW PRICE may increase your VO-CAB-U-LARY! 

I use quilting thread for handsewing...it's more tangle free. And buttonhole, carpet, or upholstery threads for sewing 
on eyes, arms, etc., anywhere more strength is required.  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

The following are tips and hints contributed by visitors to Cramalot Inn Crafts . 

 If you have any seashells left over from a family vacation, use them for a wreath! My kids had bags of sea shells 
just gathering dust, so we used a plain straw wreath and added a handful of dried flowers to make the most beautiful 
wreath for our bathroom. Now we have a wonderful reminder of the good time we had that summer.---D  

Never throw away anything!! You never know when that last scrap of lace or fabric might be just the thing you need 
to finish a project!---DE 

 Have an old Feather Boa you don't use anymore? Use it for the mane on a stick-horse, or as a really wild doll-hair! 
---MO 

Doll Hair: Unravel an old sweater, for a wavy-curly doll hair. -----VG 

Shop at yard sales for recyclable materials, such as furs, linens, doilies, baskets, etc. ----M  

Decorator tip: Use a fashion scarf for a curtain or drapery tie-back. Choose dressy silks or woven fringed scarf to 
suit your style. ----J 

Crafter's ideal part-time job: Work in a fabric or craft store. You get the first pick of new items as they arrive, plus 
you can take advantage of your empoyee discount. It's a great place to exchange ideas, too, and keep those "creative 
juices" flowing.----J M 

To remove the sticky glue left on jars, etc., when labels are peeled off, scrub it with peanut butter. ---KV 

Don't throw away old greeting or Christmas cards. If you cut off the inside greeting, the outer leaf makes a very nice 
postcard!----JF 

Decorator fabric samples are usually about 18-inches square. They make very nice decorator pillow tops. Use a plain 
fabric for the back, trim with braid or fringe, etc.----B  

Quick dress-up for a shelf: Use a length of lace curtain valance as a shelf liner, allowing the decorative edge to drape 
over the edge of the shelf a couple of inches. ---V  

Always keep a bottle of Crown Cleaner in the wash room. It's great for those unexpected stains! ---BT  

I use machine quilting thread in my sewing machine for most of my crafts. It works on most medium type materials 
and there is a variety of colors. It seems to be stronger and hold up longer.---Anon  

And here are a couple new ones I added, myself: 

Parts cabinets with a lot of small clear plastic drawers make wonderful craft-supply keepers. Use separate cabinets 
for each specific craft. I have one with rather larger drawers, filled with a variety of pastas and other parts that I use 
to make my Pasta Angels. I can take the cabinet to the work table and have everything I need right at hand. ---Vada  

I learned the art of make-do from my mother. So, for an instant window treatment I tore in half lenth-wise, an old 
table cloth with a ruffled edge, tied the ends together about 6 inches from the end, with a ribbon, and attached it to 
the vertical-blind valance with three clothes pins! I put the rosette formed by the tied-together ends at the center of 



the window, and stretched the cloth across the top, attached it at the corner, forming a short fall on each side.---Vada  

Well, that's it for today.  
 

Happy Crafting ! 
 

 


